The Secret Tree Natalie Standiford
After Minty discovers a secret tree with a hollow trunk that holds the secrets of everyone in the neighborhood, Raymond, a
new boy drawn to the tree and Minty start watching their neighbors.
New York Times bestselling adult author Luanne Rice makes her dazzling YA debut with this gorgeous, unputdownable story of
love, hope, and redemption. When Ruth Ann (Roo) McCabe responds to a text message while she's driving, her life as she
knows it ends. The car flips, and Roo winds up in a hospital bed, paralyzed. Silent. Everyone thinks she's in a coma, but Roo
has locked-in syndrome -- she can see and hear and understand everything around her, but no one knows it. She's trapped
inside her own body, screaming to be heard. Mathilda (Tilly) is Roo's sister and best friend. She was the one who texted Roo
and inadvertently caused the accident. Now, Tilly must grapple with her overwhelming guilt and her growing feelings for Roo's
boyfriend, Newton -- the only other person who seems to get what Tilly is going through. But Tilly might be the only person
who can solve the mystery of her sister's condition -- who can see through Roo's silence to the truth underneath. Somehow,
through medicine or miracles, will both sisters find a way to heal? Praise for The Secret Language of Sisters "Riveting and
heartbreaking... a glorious affirmation." -- Lauren Myracle, bestselling author of Shine "Luanne Rice brings her trademark grace
and lyricism to a suspenseful story about sisters and life-changing chances." -- Huntley Fitzpatrick, author of My Life Next
Door "A moving story, beautiful told, about art, hope, and all kinds of love. Welcome to the YA world, Luanne Rice!" -- Natalie
Standiford, author of How to Say Goodbye in Robot "Raw and emotional. A novel you'll want to discuss, and one that will stick
with you long after you've turned the last page." -- Tamara Ireland Stone, bestselling author of Every Last Word "Rice skillfully
examines the way one mistake can shatter the lives of many."-- Publisher's Weekly "Genuine and heartfelt. . . fans of Gayle
Forman's If I Stay. . . will find another favorite in this." -- School Library Journal "Rice, a bestselling adult author, employs
alternating chapters in the sisters' voices with clarity and honesty in her YA debut." -- Booklist Praise for Internationally
Bestselling Author Luanne Rice "Luanne Rice has enticed millions of readers." -- USA Today "Rice has an elegant style, a sharp
eye, and a real warmth." -- San Francisco Chronicle "Rice's trademarks are fine writing, a good eye for small detail, and an
uncanny way of conveying the mysterious glue that holds families together." -- Kirkus Reviews
It's Amanda's 11th birthday and she is super excited---after all, 11 is so different from 10. But from the start, everything goes
wrong. The worst part of it all is that she and her best friend, Leo, with whom she's shared every birthday, are on the outs and
this will be the first birthday they haven't shared together. When Amanda turns in for the night, glad to have her birthday
behind her, she wakes up happy for a new day. Or is it? Her birthday seems to be repeating iself. What is going on?! And how
can she fix it? Only time, friendship, and a little luck will tell. . .
When their parents go out to a party, two little monkeys make mischief while their baby-sitter thinks they are being good. Step
Into Reading.
The Best Little Monkeys in the World
Our Hero
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The Dating Game #1
A Novel
The Probability of Miracles

Having spent several years in and out of hospitals for a life-threatening illness, pragmatic 16-year-old Cam is relocated by her miracle-seeking
mother to a town in Maine known for its mystical healing qualities, a place Cam dismisses until she witnesses unusual phenomena and befriends
a boy who encourages her to achieve various milestones before she dies. A first novel.
Meet sophomores Madison, Holly and Lina. When the Dating Game Web site that they create for class becomes a campus hit, as a
matchmaking service and a forum for students' views on love, sex, and dating, the three friends hope it will help them take control of their love
lives, too? QUIZ: WHAT'S YOUR DATING STYLE? Check all the statements that sound like you. _ I believe in love at first sight. _ I always
go after the hottest guy in the room. _ I know I'm cute, and I expect the best. _ I never seem to like the one who likes me _ I like people no one
else notices. _ I believe you should love the one you're with. _ My way or the highway! Holly, Lina, and Mads have mapped out a plan to
definitely get the guys of their dreams. But are they moving too fast? Is it time to put the brakes on the ultimate search for love?
When Will Halpin transfers from his all-deaf school into a mainstream Pennsylvania high school, he faces discrimination and bullying, but still
manages to solve a mystery surrounding the death of a football player in his class.
“I love how this book gets the fragile ecosystem that is middle school. There’s a purity to the voice that feels very real, very Judy Blume.
Loved it!”—R. J. Palacio, author of Wonder The Thing About Jellyfish meets The Kind of Friends We Used to Be in this sweet, honest middle
grade debut. If it were up to Mattie Markham, there would be a law that said your family wasn’t allowed to move in the middle of the school
year. After all, sixth grade is hard enough without wondering if you’ll be able to make new friends or worrying that the kids in Pennsylvania
won’t like your North Carolina accent. But when Mattie meets her next-door neighbor and classmate, she begins to think maybe she was silly
to fear being the “new girl.” Agnes is like no one Mattie has ever met—she’s curious, hilarious, smart, and makes up the best games. If
winter break is anything to go by, the rest of the school year should be a breeze. Only it isn’t, because when vacation ends and school starts,
Mattie realizes something: At school Agnes is known as the weird girl who no one likes. All Mattie wants is to fit in (okay, and maybe be a little
popular too), but is that worth ending her friendship with Agnes?
Babymouse
Not that Kind of Girl
Flower Moon
Ramona the Pest
Blonde at Heart

In the tradition of Persepolis and American Born Chinese, a wise and funny high school heroine comes of age. Tina M., sophomore,
is a wry observer of the cliques and mores of Yarborough Academy, and of the foibles of her Southern California intellectual Indian
family. She's on a first-name basis with Jean-Paul Sartre, the result of an English honors class assignment to keep an “existential
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diary.” Keshni Kashyap’s compulsively readable graphic novel packs in existential high school drama—from Tina getting dumped by
her smart-girl ally to a kiss on the mouth (Tina’s mouth, but not technically her first kiss) from a cute skateboarder, Neil
Strumminger. And it memorably answers the pressing question: Can an English honors assignment be one fifteen-year-old girl’s path
to enlightenment?
Enola Holmes, much younger sister of detective Sherlock Holmes, must travel to London in disguise to unravel the disappearance of
her missing mother.
She’s the only one who knows what it’s like to be the only one. When Claire’s best friend, Bess, moves away, she becomes the only
girl left in her entire school. At first, she thinks she’ll be able to deal with this -- after all, the girls’ bathroom is now completely hers,
so she can turn it into her own private headquarters and draw on the walls. When it comes to soccer games or sailing races, she can
face off against any boy. The problem is that her other best friend, Henry, has begun to ignore her. And Webby, a super-annoying
bully, won’t leave her alone. And Yucky Gilbert, the boy who has a crush on her, also won’t leave her alone. It’s never easy being
the only one -- and over the course of a wacky school year, Claire is going to have to make it through challenges big and small. The
boys may think they rule the school, but when it comes to thinking on your feet, Claire’s got them outnumbered.
From NY Times bestselling author Luanne Rice, a sweeping story of a girl and boy, both troubled in different ways, who take off on
a whirlwind road trip.
Confessions of the Sullivan Sisters
The True Story of Balto
An Existential Comic Diary
How To Say Goodbye In Robot
Beach Blonde
"LOOT hits the jackpot." -- Rick Riordan, #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author On a foggy night in Amsterdam, a man falls
from a rooftop to the wet pavement below. It's Archibald McQuinn, the notorious cat burglar, and he's dying. As sirens wail in the
distance, Archie manages to get out two last words to his young son, March: "Find jewels." But March learns that his father is not
talking about hidden loot. He's talking about Jules, the twin sister March never knew he had. No sooner than the two find each
other, they're picked up by the police and sent to the world's worst orphanage. It's not hard time, but it feels like it. March and Jules
have no intention of staying put. They know their father's business inside and out, and they're tired of being pushed around. Just
one good heist, and they'll live the life of riches and freedom that most kids only dream about. . . . . Hold on to your pearls,
because this summer, the world's youngest criminal masterminds are coming for you. Praise for Loot: "So many things I love about
this book: Cursed jewels, a dangerous prophecy, a crash course in the history of thievery, acrobatics and grift . . . This is LOOT
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you can take to the bank. It's the perfect summer read for kids." -- Rick Riordan, #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of the
Percy Jackson series "LOOT is one of those books that you'll want to devour in one sitting. Full of twists and turns and thrills
aplenty, with the perfect mixture of humor throughout, this is a must-read. I really loved it." -- James Dashner, NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author of THE MAZE RUNNER "LOOT is pure delight -- a super-smart, funny, and exciting ride that I hoped would last
forever. Full of wonderful characters and gratifying twists, this story is truly something special." -- Rebecca Stead, NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author and Newbery Medalist for WHEN YOU REACH ME "A nonstop thrill ride of cons, schemes, and near
misses, with more twists than a pretzel factory. If middle grade heist counts as a genre, Jude Watson is the master." -- Gordon
Korman, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of SWINDLE "LOOT is proof that Jude Watson can do it all: an edge-of-your seat
mystery that manages to be thrilling, funny, nail-biting, and full of real characters readers will care about. I loved it." -- Peter
Lerangis, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of The Seven Wonders series "LOOT is one of my favorite reads in a very long
time! I could not put this book down!" -- Jennifer A. Nielsen, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of THE FALSE PRINCE "LOOT
breezes along in Jude Watson's trademark smart, snappy style, a sophisticated caper with a charming and unforgettable cast of
characters." -- Natalie Standiford, author of THE SECRET TREE “LOOT is fast, fun, and full of exciting twists -- like OCEANS 11
starring kids. Buried beneath the exciting heist adventure is a beautifully written story of love and resilience, but that just serves to
deepen the surprises and suspense that will keep kids flipping pages long after lights out.” -- Rachel Vail, author of UNFRIENDED
"Bursting with adventure, humor and heart, LOOT is an unputdownable treat. Just make sure to hide it somewhere genius when
you're done, so no one tries to steal it." -- Sarah Mlynowski, bestselling author of the Whatever After series "One deadly curse,
four runaway kids and seven magical moonstones all add up to a page-turner full of action and heart. This is OCEAN'S ELEVEN
for the middle grade reader." -- Kirby Larson, Newbery Honor author of HATTIE BIG SKY * "Akin to the best of roller-coaster rides.
. . . Taut, engrossing, and unstoppable." -- KIRKUS REVIEWS, starred review * "Jewel theft has never been as fun as in 39 Clues
contributor Watson's action-packed novel featuring Mission: Impossible - style escapades. . . . The high level of suspense, ultrashort chapters, and fast pace will hook readers of all stripes.” -- PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, starred review "Sassy narration, smart
quips, pigeon drops, and slang worthy of an episode of DRAGNET make this fast-paced tale of topsy-turvy antics a joy from
beginning to end. Don't try these high jinks at home..." -- BOOKLIST "A richly entertaining romp." -- BULLETIN OF THE CENTER
FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS
Lucy, a mouse doll who lives inside a dollhouse, makes an excursion to see the real sky outside.
When Elle Woods discovers that someone is polluting the water and hurting the seals at her favorite beach, she devises a plan to
stop the culprit.
Do you love Anastasia Krupnik, Ramona Quimby, and the Penderwicks? Then you will love Annie For Annie, lists are how she
keeps her whole life in order. And there is a lot to keep track of Annie's a shy fifth grader with an incredible memory and a love of
making lists. It helps her keep track of things when they can seem a little out of control, like her family, her friends, and her life in a
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new place. Annie has: 1. An incredible memory (really, it's almost photographic) that can get her in trouble. 2. A brother who is
mad at her because he thinks she is the reason they had to move to Clover Gap, population 8,432. 4. A best friend who she is
(almost) certain will always be her best friend. 5. New classmates, some of whom are nicer than others. 6. A rocky start finding her
place in her new home. From the author of The 47 People You'll Meet in Middle School, Annie's Life in Lists finds that even amid
the chaos of everyday life, it's important to put things in order. "Perfect for anyone who's ever worried about starting a new school,
saying the wrong thing, dying of embarrassment, or losing a best friend. I loved getting to know Annie through her lists " --Kelly
Jones, author of Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer
A Tangle of Knots
Loot
The Case of the Missing Marquess
Dancer, Daughter, Traitor, Spy
The Secret Tree
Newbery Medal-winning author Beverly Cleary expertly depicts the trials and triumphs of growing up through a relatable heroine who isn't afraid to
be exactly who she is. Ramona Quimby is excited to start kindergarten. No longer does she have to watch her older sister, Beezus, ride the bus to
school with all the big kids. She's finally old enough to take the bus too! Then she gets into trouble for pulling her classmate's boingy curls during
recess. Even worse, her crush rejects her in front of everyone. Beezus says Ramona needs to quit being a pest, but how can she stop if she never was
trying to be one in the first place? The classic Ramona books continue to make young readers laugh in recognition and pleasure. They're perfect for
independent and shared reading, at home or in the classroom.
What if your birthday wish turned you into someone else? Lavender and Scarlet are nothing alike. Scarlet is tall, pretty, and popular -- the star of the
soccer team and the queen of the school. Lavender is . . . well, none of these things. Her friends aren't considered cool, her hair is considered less than
uncool, and her performance at the recent talent show is something nobody will ever forget -- even though she really, really wants it to be forgotten.
There's only one thing Lavender and Scarlet know for sure they have in common: the same birthday. They've never had parties together. They've
never swapped presents. But this year, because of two wishes that turned all too true, they are about to swap something much bigger than presents.
Because the morning after their birthdays, Lavender is going to wake up in Scarlet's body . . . and Scarlet is going to wake up in Lavender's. But in
order to change back, they're going to have to figure out how to be someone completely opposite of who they ordinarily are . . .
The Stepford Wives meets Stephen King in this debut mystery: a sleepy New England beach town is wrecked by a hurricane that reveals an
unthinkable 30-year-old secret. When a catastrophic hurricane devastates Stone Cove Island, a serene New England resort community, everyone
pulls together to rebuild. Seventeen-year-old Eliza Elliot volunteers to clean out the island’s iconic lighthouse and stumbles upon a secret in the
wreckage: a handwritten, anonymous confession to a twenty-five-year-old crime. Bess Linsky’s unsolved murder has long haunted the island, and
the letter turns the town inside out. Everyone who knew Bess is suddenly a suspect. Soon Eliza finds herself in the throes of an investigation she never
wanted. As Stone Cove Island fights to recover from disaster, Eliza plunges the locals back into a nightmare they believed was long buried.
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When Elle Woods, a sophomore in high school, falls for Hunter Perry, the star basketball player who advocates for school spirit, Elle decides to
transform the cheerleaders, the basketball team, and herself.
Switched at Birthday
Astrid Sees All
The Boy on the Bridge
The Bravest Dog Ever
Annie's Life in Lists

From the author of HOW TO SAY GOODBYE IN ROBOT, the story of a fractured family and three sisters' secrets The Sullivan sisters
have a big problem. On Christmas Day their rich and imperious grandmother gathers the family and announces that she will soon die . .
.and has cut the entire family out of her will. Since she is the source of almost all their income, this means they will soon be penniless.
Someone in the family has offended her deeply. If that person comes forward with a confession of her (or his) crime, submitted in writing
to her lawyer by New Year's Day, she will reinstate the family in her will. Or at least consider it. And so the confessions begin....
When three high school sophomores set up a weblog as a class project to research whether girls or boys are more sex-crazed--and to play
matchmaker, their own messy love lives become even more complicated.
High school senior and student body president, Natalie likes to have everything under control, but when she becomes attracted to one of
the senior boys and her best friend starts keeping secrets from her, Natalie does not know how to act.
Getting called a “towel head” inspires high school senior Asha Jamison with a great money-making idea: selling T-shirts promoting the
Latte Rebellion, a club that raises awareness of mixed-race students. When their “cause” goes viral, Asha’s life spirals out of control.
The Secret Olivia Told Me
This Journal Belongs to Ratchet
An Enola Holmes Mystery
Stone Cove Island
Dollhouse Mouse
Sarah, her brother Billy, and her parents are moving into her deceased grandmother's house for the summer in order to fix it up and sell it,
but this is a house of locked rooms and many dark and dangerous secrets.
From bestselling author Natalie Standiford, an amazing, touching story of two friends navigating the dark waters of their senior year. New
to town, Beatrice is expecting her new best friend to be one of the girls she meets on the first day. But instead, the alphabet conspires to seat
her next to Jonah, aka Ghost Boy, a quiet loner who hasn't made a new friend since third grade. Something about him, though, gets to Bea,
and soon they form an unexpected friendship. It's not romance, exactly - but it's definitely love. Still, Bea can't quite dispel Jonah's gloom
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and doom - and as she finds out his family history, she understands why. Can Bea help Jonah? Or is he destined to vanish?
A timely YA thriller—part John Le Carré and part The Americans—about a Bolshoi ballerina trapped by family secrets and a legacy of
espionage. The Bolshoi Saga: Marina Marina is born into privilege. A talented young dancer with Russia’s Bolshoi Ballet at the height of
the Cold War, she seems destined to follow in the footsteps of her mother Svetlana, a Soviet Artist of the People. But when Svetlana
disappears without explanation, Marina and her father have to get out. Fast. They defect to America, hoping they’ve escaped Russia’s
secret police, hoping they can make a fresh start in New York. Instead they discover the web of intrigue around Brooklyn’s Brighton
Beach is as tangled as the one they left behind.
A star-studded anthology with a devilish hook, whose proceeds benefit 826nyc: the fabulous literacy non-profit founded by Dave Eggers.
Can you imagine the most cantankerous book editor alive? Part Voldemort, part Cruella de Vil (if she were a dude), and worse in
appearance and odor than a gluttonous farm pig? A man who makes no secret of his love of cheese or his disdain of unworthy authors?
That man is Herman Mildew. The anthology opens with an invitation to a party, care of this insufferable monster, where more than 80 of
the most talented, bestselling and recognizable names in YA and children’s fiction learn that they are suspects in his murder. All must
provide alibis in brief first-person entries. The problem is that all of them are liars, all of them are fabulists, and all have something to hide...
Tina's Mouth
The Dark Days of Hamburger Halpin
The Beautiful Lost
The Only Girl in School
Parallel Parking
Tally Jo and Tempest Trimble are mirror twins, so alike they were almost born the same person. Inseparable, but more than that. Connected. That is,
until this summer. The twins are traveling with Pa Charlie’s carnival just like always, but there’s a new distance between them. Tempest is so caught
up in her own ideas, she doesn’t seem to have space left in her life for Tally. And, more than that, Tally’s started to notice there’s something
between them. Something real, growing with the phases of the moon, pushing them apart. Sparking, sputtering, wild. Dangerous. With the full moon
approaching, Tally knows it’s up to her to find out what’s going on—and to beat it. If she can’t, she might just lose her sister. Forever. For fans of
Savvy and A Snicker of Magic, this is a spellbinding story of friendship and family—a poignant ode to both what’s worth holding on to and what we
have to let go.
A National Book Award nominee! The magic of Savvy meets the complexity of When You Reach Me in this "blithe magical puzzle," --The Wall Street
Journal Told in multiple viewpoints, A Tangle of Knots is a magnificent puzzle. In a slightly magical world where everyone has a Talent, eleven-yearold Cady is an orphan with a phenomenal Talent for cake baking. But little does she know that fate has set her on a journey from the moment she was
born. And her destiny leads her to a mysterious address that houses a lost luggage emporium, an old recipe, a family of children searching for their
own Talents, and a Talent Thief who will alter her life forever. However, these encounters hold the key to Cady's past and how she became an orphan.
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If she's lucky, fate may reunite her with her long-lost parent. Lisa Graff adds a pinch of magic to a sharply crafted plot to create a novel that will have
readers wondering about fate and the way we're all connected.
This “vivid portrait of a seedy, edgy, artsy, and seething New York City that will never exist again” (Elizabeth Gilbert, New York Times bestselling
author)—the glittering, decadent downtown club scene of the 1980s—follows a smart, vulnerable young woman as she takes a deep dive into her dark
side. Essential reading for fans of Sweetbitter, Fleabag, and books by Patti Smith. New York, 1984: Twenty-two-year-old Phoebe Hayes is a young
woman in search of excitement and adventure. But the recent death of her father has so devastated her that her mother wants her to remain home in
Baltimore to recover. Phoebe wants to return to New York, not only to chase the glamorous life she so desperately craves but also to confront Ivan,
the older man who wronged her. With her best friend Carmen, she escapes to the East Village, disappearing into an underworld haunted by artists, It
Girls, and lost souls trying to party their pain away. Carmen juggles her junkie-poet boyfriend and a sexy painter while, as Astrid the Star Girl, Phoebe
tells fortunes in a nightclub and plots her revenge on Ivan. When the intoxicating brew of sex, drugs, and self-destruction leads Phoebe to betray her
friend, Carmen disappears, and Phoebe begins an unstoppable descent into darkness. “A new wave coming-of-age story, Astrid Sees All is a blast
from the past” (Stewart O’Nan, author of The Speed Queen) about female friendship, sex, romance, and what it’s like to be a young woman
searching for an identity.
A new breathtaking novel from Natalie Standiford about love and trust during the Cold War. Laura Reid goes to Leningrad for a semester abroad as
Cold War paranoia is peaking in 1982. She meets a young Russian artist named Alexei and soon, with Alexei as her guide, Laura immerses herself in
the real Russia--a crazy world of wild parties, black-market books and music, and smuggled letters to dissidents. She must keep the relationship secret;
associating with Americans is dangerous for Alexei, and if caught, Laura could be sent home and Alexei put under surveillance or worse. At the same
time, she's been warned that Soviets often latch onto Americans in hopes of marrying them and thus escaping to the United States. But she knows
Alexei loves her. Right? As June approaches--when Laura must return to the United States--Alexei asks Laura to marry him. She's only nineteen and
doesn't think she's ready to settle down. But what if Alexei is the love of her life? How can she leave him behind? If she has a chance to change his life,
to rescue him from misery, shouldn't she take it?
Let's Pretend We Never Met
Elle Woods
The Latte Rebellion
The Secret Language of Sisters
Summerlost

Celebrate a winter miracle with the true, inspirational story of Balto in this Step 3 Step Into Reading Early Reader. It is one of the worst
storms ever - the snow has not stopped for days and it is 30 degrees below zero. But somehow Balto must get through. He is the lead dog of
his sled team. And he is carrying medicine to sick children miles away in Nome, Alaska. He is their only hope. Can Balto find his way
through the terrible storm? Find out in this exciting true story! Step 3 Readers feature engaging narratives about popular topics. For
children who are ready to read on their own.
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Introducing an extraordinary new voice---a magical debut that will make your skin tingle, your eyes glisten . . .and your heart sing.
A Mississippi town in 1964 gets riled when tempers flare at the segregated public pool. As much as Gloriana June Hemphill, or Glory as
everyone knows her, wants to turn twelve, there are times when Glory wishes she could turn back the clock a year. Jesslyn, her sister and
former confidante, no longer has the time of day for her now that she’ll be entering high school. Then there’s her best friend, Frankie.
Things have always been so easy with Frankie, and now suddenly they aren’t. Maybe it’s the new girl from the North that’s got
everyone out of sorts. Or maybe it’s the debate about whether or not the town should keep the segregated public pool open. Augusta
Scattergood has drawn on real-life events to create a memorable novel about family, friendship, and choices that aren’t always easy.
"First published ... by Dutton Children's Books, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC, 2016"--Copyright page.
A Snicker of Magic (Scholastic Gold)
Who Done It?
11 Birthdays: A Wish Novel
Behind the Bookcase
Glory Be
A sweet story of a tree that's literally filled with secrets. What is your secret? Minty's neighborhood is full of mysteries. There's the Witch House, a
spooky old farmhouse on the other side of woods from where Minty and her best friend, Paz, live. There's the Man Bat, a seven-foot-tall half man,
half bat who is rumored to fly through the woods. And there are the Mean Boys, David and Troy, who torment Minty for no reason, and her boycrazy older sister, Thea, who acts weirder and weirder. One day Minty spots a flash in the woods, and when she chases after it, she discovers a new
mystery--a Secret Tree, with a hollow trunk that holds the secrets of everyone in the neighborhood. Secrets like: I put a curse on my enemy. And it's
working. I'm betraying my best friend in a terrible way. No one loves me except my goldfish.
Move over Diary of a Wimpy Kid—there's a new journal in town and it belongs to Ratchet. "A book that is full of surprises...Triumphant enough to
make readers cheer; touching enough to make them cry." —Kirkus, STARRED Review If only getting a new life were as easy as getting a new
notebook. But it's not. It's the first day of school for all the kids in the neighborhood. But not for me. I'm homeschooled. That means nothing new.
No new book bag, no new clothes, and no new friends. The best I've got is this notebook. I'm supposed to use it for my writing assignments, but my
dad never checks. Here's what I'm really going to use it for: Ratchet's Top Secret Plan Turn my old, recycled, freakish, friendless life into something
shiny and new. This Florida State Book Award gold medal winner is a heartfelt story about an unconventional girl's quest to make a friend, save a
park, and find her own definition of normal.
Babymouse, an imaginative young mouse is terrified to face her enemy in dodgeball, but with the help of her best friend Wilson and support from her
mother, she not only plays the game, she proves herself a hero. Simultaneous.
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